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AbstraAbstraAbstraAbstraAbstractctctctct
IntrIntrIntrIntrIntroduction:oduction:oduction:oduction:oduction: Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the world’s deadliest disease. Presently, one fourth of the
world’s population is thought to be infected with TB. Early diagnosis of tuberculosis is very important for
therapeutic reasons and to control the spread of infection. The purpose of this study was to compare the
efficacy of fluorescence (FL) microscopy in comparison to Ziehl- Neelsen (ZN) staining

Methods:Methods:Methods:Methods:Methods: A cross-sectional study of 310 TB suspects attending Dhaka Medical College hospital subjected
to four sputum examinations by ZN and FM. Löwenstein- Jensen culture was used as the gold standard.
Of 310 suspects enrolled, 304 (98%) had a complete diagnostic work-up involving three sputum specimens
for ZN and FM, culture and chest X-ray (CXR).

Result:Result:Result:Result:Result: Out of 320 suspected case, 10 persons were out of our study. Among 310, 204 suspected case
sputum culture was positive. Though we took sputum culture as gold standard, so there were 204
tuberculosis patient present in our study. Out of 204 TB patient 125 (61.2%) cases were positive in ZN
staining. Negative ZN methods were also high 79 (39.7%) which indicate less sensitivity.

On the other hand, FM methods showed 193 (94.6%) cases positive out of 204 sputum culture positive
patient. It also presence of 11 cases which showed negative result in this methods. From this data we can
assumed higher sensitivity of FL methods from ZN methods.

Here 106 cases were culture negative. Out of these 106 people only 05 persons were positive in ZN
staining whereas 10 persons were find to positive in FL methods. This message demonstrates us that
specificity of ZN methods are slightly higher over FM methods.

Overall sensitivity of ZN microscopic (61%)) methods are much lower than FL microscopic methods
(95%). On the other hand, specificity was slightly reverse, which showed 95.5% in case ZN methods and
91% in FL methods.

It also demonstrates that positive predictive value of ZN microscopy (96%) is slightly higher than FL
microscopic (95%) methods but negative predictive value showed gross difference ZN microscopic
(56%) and FL microscopic (89%) methods.

Conclusions:Conclusions:Conclusions:Conclusions:Conclusions: The FL methods is more sensitive and shortens the diagnostic process of tuberculosis.
Consequently, more patients can be put on a regimen for smear-positive TB, contributing to improved
treatment and reducing transmission. For that Front-loaded (FL) microscopic approach may apply for
early diagnosis and detection of tuberculosis.

KKKKKeeeeey wy wy wy wy wororororords:ds:ds:ds:ds: tuberculosis; diagnosis; Ziehl-Neelsen; fluorescence microscopy.
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Introduction:

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease that can be deadly

if not treated properly. In 2014, 9.6 million people were infected

with TB worldwide and 1.5 million died from the disease.

Over 95% of mortality related to TB occur in low- and middle-

income countries. The South-East Asia region accounts for

a disproportionately high number of global TB cases and

Bangladesh is one of 22 ‘high TB-burden’ countries.

According to the WHO annual estimated incidence for all
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cases is 225 per 100000 populations per year. The prevalence

is estimated to be 434 per 100000 populations. In 2014, there

were 187,005 new cases of TB in Bangladesh and it was the

leading cause of death.1

TB can occur any age group, but older persons are more

vulnerable. It is the world’s greatest infectious killer of

reproductive aged women & the leading cause of death

among people with HIV/AIDS.2

At first Robert Koch identified & described the tubercle

bacilli as causative organism of tuberculosis on March 24th,

1882 & he received the Nobel prize for his discovery. This

acid fast bacillus can cause pulmonary as well as extra-

pulmonary tuberculosis like meningeal Tuberculosis, pleural

TB, pericardial TB, Bone TB etc.3

A complete medical evaluation for Tuberculosis must include

a medical history, physical examination, chest X-ray and

microbiological examination (sputum or some other

appropriate sample). It may also include a tuberculin skin

test, other scan and X-ray and surgical biopsy.

Direct sputum smear microscopy by conventional light

microscope using Zeil-Neelsen (ZN) stain is the most widely

used test option of TB diagnosis in most of the hospitals.

But it has some disadvantages like poor sensitivity and labor

intensiveness. The standard method requires three sputum

specimens to be obtained over 2 days as on the spot, morning

and another on the spot. Many studies have shown that

third smear does not add too much to the overall case finding

rate. Yassin & Cuevas (2003) in their study reported that

third sputum sample only identifies from 1% to 5% of patients

who could be missed by 1st and 2nd sputum sample.4 Wu et

al. (2000) and Kivihya-Ndugga et al (2003) also reported

similar finding in two different studies.5,6 A systematic review

in 2007 recommended the reduction of the number of sputum

examinations from three to two for the betterment of global

TB control programme.7 Upon that review WHO recently

has changed their policy and reduced the minimum number

of sputum specimen examinations from three to two.8 But

the issue of timing of collection of sputum has not been

specifically addressed. So patient still needs two days to

complete diagnosis. The method of sputum collection can

be front-loaded (FL) by collecting an additional sputum one

hour after 1st sample. The FL staining is regarded as a more

sensitive & reliable method for detection of tubercle bacilli

as FL stain can detect bacilli when they are present around

104/ml of sputum, while Z-N stain requires 105bacilli/ml. There

is a stronger binding of mycolic acid of bacilli with phenol

auramine. For that FL staining is more sensitive. It is better

screening test & bacilli can be seen in low power

objective.9,10 Ramsay et al (2009) recently published a large

series over 923 patients conducted in Nigeria, Ethiopia,

Yemen and Nepal and compare the FL approach (spot-Xspot)

with conventional approach (spot-morning) and got good

results.11 In this study the FL approach (spot-Aspot) was

compared with conventional approach (spot-morning) using

ZN stain. Spot-Aspot-morning scheme was also being

compared with spot-morning - 2nd spot scheme. Culture of

the sputum was done as gold standard.

Material and Methods:

This cross sectional study was conducted at the department

of Medicine, Dhaka Medical college hospital during the

period of June 2018 to January 2019. 320 Study participant

were selected on the basis of defined selection criteria

following the purposive sampling methods, where inclusion

criteria were clinically suspected cases sent to TB center,

patients whose age 18-75 years, cough for e” 3 weeks. Written

inform consent was taken before the study. A semi structured

questionnaire was developed to collect the data. After

collection, it was analyzed using SPSS version 20 and result

were tabulated.

Work Plan/Study procedure:

Four (4) sputum samples was collected. First spot sample on

first visit followed by another extra sample one hour after

that which was labeled as A-spot. Next day morning sample

and another spot (4th) sample was collected. Smears from

each sample was stained using ZN stain and read by light

microscope. The slides were graded according to WHO and

the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung

Disease (IUATLD) standard operational guideline in to five

categories such as negative, scanty, +, ++ and +++. The

yield of spot-Aspot scheme was compared with the yield of

spot-morning scheme and the yield of Front-loaded spot-

Aspot-morning scheme with the yield of spot-morning-2nd

spot scheme. Sensitivity and specificity were determined

against Culture (gold standard).

Result:

A total of 320 suspects were enrolled in the study. Among

them, 4 suspected cases third sputum culture result was

missing, making it difficult to establish the final diagnosis.

Another 6 suspects had no CXR results, mainly because

they did not return to collect their sputum results, which are

necessary to establish a diagnosis of smear-negative TB.

For 310 (97%) suspects the data set was complete, and

included results on three specimens per suspect for ZN, FL

and culture, together with a CXR reading.

Among the sample, Male participant were 191 (61.6%) and

female were 119 (38.4%). The male:female ratio among the

suspects was 1.6. Majority participant 121 (39.1%) are

belonging to more than 55 years of age. Male were 72 (37.7%)
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and female were 49 (41.2%). From 18 to 35 years of age male

were 51 (26.7%) and female were 31 (26.1%). Age in between

36 to 54 years male patients were 68 (35.6%) and female were

37 (31.1%) (Table 1).

Table 1: Distribution of patient according to age

Age group Male Female Total (%)

18-35 51 31 26.5%

36-54 68 37 33.9%

>55 72 49 39.1%

Total 191 119

Of the 310 TB suspects, 204 (66%) were culture positive.

Among the culture positive patient ZN microscopy shows

positive of 125 (61.2%), whether FL microscopic method

shows 193 (94.6%) positivity. Great amount 79 (38.7%) of

participant had false negative in ZN methods. On the other

hand, sputum negative sample was 106 (34.1%). Here ZN

microscopic methods showed 05 (4.71%) positive but FL

methods showed 10 (9.4%) positivity (Table-2).

Table 2: Test characteristics for Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN) and

fluorescence microscopy (FM) stratified by sample

collection using culture as gold standard

Specimen Sputum ZN ZN FL FL

(+ve) ( -ve) (+ve) (-ve)

Culture (+ve) 204 125 79 193 11

(61.2%) (38.7%) (94.6%) (5.3%)

Culture (-ve) 106 05 101 10 96

(4.7%) (96.2%) (9.4%) (90.5%)

Among all the 310 patients these two methods are applied

and showed significant result. We also determine sensitivity,

specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive

value. (Figure 1). Sensitivity is very high in FL methods

comparison to ZN method, but specificity is slightly low.

But both positive and negative predictive value of FL

methods are very high. Here we can see sensitivity of ZN

microscopic methods was 61% but in FL methods it was

95%. Specificities of ZN methods 95.5% but FL methods

was 91%. Positive predictive value and negative predictive

value of ZN methods was 96% and 56%. But in case of FL

methods it was 95% and 89%.

Discussion:

In the present study we compared results of light microscopy

of Z-N stain smear with that of Front loaded (FL) microscopy

for detection of AFB.

Here we see the majority of the patient (39.1%) are over the

age of 55 years. It noticed that old aged person is more

prone to developed tuberculosis rather than younger and

middle aged person. From this value we can suspect that

immunosuppression can be a major factor for developing

tuberculosis. Relation of older age and immunosuppression

are very closed. Older person is more vulnerable to Diabetes

Mellitus, Chronic Kidney diseases, Chronic liver diseases.

These are major cause of immunosuppression thus provoked

many infectious diseases like tuberculosis.

There is another message that is female participants are fewer

then male. (Male- 191, Female- 119). It signifies that females

were less oriented about this study due to their lack of

knowledge. It also showed their less interest due to their

social and familial restriction. In our society majority women

are neglected to their diseases. Same type of study showed

in (K. deshai et al 2009)17.

Out of 320 suspected case, 10 persons were out of our study.

Among 310, 204 suspected case sputum culture was positive.

Though we took sputum culture as gold standard, so there

were 204 tuberculosis patients present in our study. Out of

204 TB patient 125 (61.2%) cases were positive in ZN staining.

Negative ZN methods also high 79 (39.7%). Which indicate

less sensitivity.

On the other hand, FL methods showed 193 (94.6%) cases

positive out of 204 sputum culture positive patient. It also
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Figure 1: Bar chart shows sensitivity, specificity, PPV and

NPV of the ZN and FL methods.
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presence of 11 cases which showed negative result in this

methods. From this data we can assume higher sensitivity of

FL methods from ZN methods.

In this study we can see 106 cases were culture negative.

This showed that 106 persons are TB free. Out of these 106

people only 05 persons were positive in ZN staining whereas

10 persons were found positive in FL methods. This message

demonstrates that specificity of ZN methods are slightly

higher over FM methods.

Overall sensitivity of ZN microscopic (61%)) methods are

much lower than FL microscopic methods (95%). On the

other hand, specificity was slightly reverse, which showed

95.5% in case ZN methods and 91% in FL methods.

In case of positive predictive value ZN microscopy (96%)

showed slightly higher than FL microscopic (95%) methods

but negative predictive value showed gross difference ZN

microscopic (56%) and FL microscopic (89%) methods.

Same results were obtained by Githui et al12 (80% by

fluorescent microscopy & 65% by ZN staining), Ulukanligil

et al13 also obtained 85.2% positivity by fluorescent

microscopy & 67.6% by ZN method. Similar results obtained

by S J Murray et al14 (93% by Fl microscopy & 73% by Z-N

method), Bavaikar JN et al5 (69% by F1 microscopy & 50%

by Z-N method) and A. Jain et all6 (41% by Fl microscopy &

32% by Z-N method).

This results shows that FL method is more sensitive as

compared to ZN staining method for demonstration of AFB.

This may be because organisms in FL methods offer much

contrast, appearing as brilliant-yellow against a more or less

darkened background. As low power is used for examination,

large number of specimens can be examined in a given time

and colour-blind investigators may also use this method

without difficulties these are an additional advantages of FL

microscopy.

From this study it is clear that FL is a more sensitive technique

than ZN methods.

In conclusion, FL microscopic methods is more appropriate

in detecting AFB from pulmonary samples then ZN stain.

This methods time is also saved. For that in high workload

area it is more suitable screening method. On the other hand,

sensitivity, specificity also carry a good result.

So for screening of pulmonary Tuberculosis Front-loaded

(FL) microscopic approach is very much effective than other

conventional methods.
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